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  ثبت المصطلحات

−א
אא Active set method  

אאאא Affine – scaling direction 

א Affine space  

    Analytic center 

 Analytic curve  

 Arrow matrix 

א Artificial variables 

א Assignment problem 

א Assignment problem duality 

 Backward edges 

 Back substitution 

א Barrier Equation 

אא Barrier functions 

א Barrier parameter 

א Barrier problem 

 Basic concepts 

 Basic feasible solution 

א Basic variables 



אאא 

 

١٨٤
א B|ig-M 

 Bland rule 

א Boolean quadratic optimization problem 

אא Branch and bound method 

אא   Calculating  step directions    

 Canonical form 

 Capacity   

אא Central path  

א Centrality conditions 

אא       Centrality function 

א Centering parameter 

 Choleski factorization 

אא Choosing the step length    

 Closed convex cone 

א Coefficient matrix 

א Compact 

אא Condition number 

אא Conic formulation 

אאא Conic linear programs 

א Copositive 

אא Combinatorial optimization 

א Complementarity 

א Complementarity condition 

א Cost coefficients 

אא Condition number  
 Constraints 



א 
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א Convergence analysis   

 Convex cones   

 Convex sets 

א Cycling 

א Data fitting 

 Degenerate 

 Degenerate solution  

 Determinant 

 Diagonally dominant 

א Diet problem 

אא Directional derivative 

 Duality 

אא Dual problem  

אאאDuality economic interpretation  variables 

א Duality  fundamental theorm 

אא Duality  gap 

 Dynamic programming 

 Edges 

אאא Eigenvalues 

 Embed 

אא Embedding Strategy 

א Estimating barrier parameter 

אאא Existence of second-order optimality 
condition 

 Extreme points 

  Feasible solutions 
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אאא  First-order optimality conditions 

 Flow 

 Forward edges 

אאא Frame algorithm 

א Free variables 

 Frobenius norm 

 Gaussian elimination 

 J Gauss-Newton method 

 Geometric solution  

א Gradient 

א Graph 

א Halfspace    

 Hessian matrix   

א Highly degenerate 

١٧א Hilbert problem 17th 

 Holder's inequality  

אא Homogeneous embedding 

א Hungarian algorithm 

  Hyperplane 

אאא Implicit function theorem 

 Improving ray 

א Indegree 

א Integers 

 Integer   programming 

אא Integrality condition 

אאא Interior-point methods 



א 
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א Interring variable 

 Iteration 

אאא Initialization problem 

 Jacobianmatrix 

 Karmarkar method    

 J J Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorem 

 Kroncker product 

אא Labeling algorithm 

א Lagrange coefficients 

אא Lagrange function 

א Lagrange multipliers 

א Lagrange theorem 

א Laplacian of the graph 

אאא Large scale problem 

אא Large update methods 

 Least squares 

א Limit point 

א Line search 

 Linear programming 

אא Linear programming algebra 

אא Linear programming geometry 

אא Linear programming models 

א Linear programming non canonical form 

א Linear programming standard form 

 Linear operator 

 Linearly independent 
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 Lipschitz condition  

 Lorentz cone 

 Lyapunov equation 

 Mathematical programming 

אא Jאא Max-flow and min-cut theorem 

 Maximal complementarity 

 Maximal flow 

אאא Maximal flow algorithm 

אאא Maximal  flow uniqueness 

  Maximization 

  Minimization 

 Network 

א  Network analysis 

 New variable 

  Newton's method    

א Nonbasic variables 

אא Nondefect edges 

 Nondegenerate solution 

אא Nonempty interior 

 Nonlinear programming 

 Nonsingular matrix 

אא Normal Equation   

אאא JאNorthwest corner rule  

אא Null-space 

אא Objective function 

אא Objective function unbounded 



א 
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א Optimality condition 

 Optimization 

 Optimize 

 Out degree 

אא Overdetermined 

א Path-following method 

א Paths 

אא Perfect duality 

 Pivoting 

 Pivoting   column 

 Pivoting element 

   Pivoting  relation 

 Pivoting  row  

אא Polyhedral cones  

אא Predictor-corrector methods 

אאא Primal barrier function 

א Jא Primal-dual method 

א Prime problem 

אאאPrimal log-barrier methods 

p p-norm 

א Production problem 

א Projected Newton Direction 

 Quadratic convergence 

אא Reduced matrix 

 Redundant constraint 

 Relax 
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אא Relative cost coefficients 

אאא Relative interior 

 Reverse edges 

אאא Revised simplex method 

 Right-hand side 

אא    Scaling matrix 

אאא Second-order optimality condition 

אאאא Self-dual embedding 

 Sensitivity 

א Sensitivity analysis 

א Sequential penalty 

אאא Semidefinite programming  

 Shcur complement 

אאא Short step algorithm 

אא Simplex algorithm 

א Simplex method 

אאSimplex method for transportation problems 

א Simplex multpliers 

 Sink 

 Skew-symmetric 

א Slack variables 

א Slater constraint qualification 

 Slater regularity condition 

 Smooth 

  Smoothness 

 Source 
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        Sparse 

א Special linear programming 

א Spectrahedra 

א Spectral decompositions 

אא Spectral norm 

אא Spectral radius 

אא   Step directions 

א Step length 

אא Strict feasibility 

א Stopping criteria 

אא Strong duality 

 Subclass 

 Supnorm 

אא Surplus variables 

אא       Tangential direction 

אمقدار  Tolerances 

 Total unimodularity 

 Trace 

א Trace operator      

אא Transportation algorithm 

א Transportation problem 

א Transportation problems duality 

אא Triangular inequality 

א Two-phase method 

אא Updating the centering parameter 

אא Vertices 



אאא 

 

١٩٢
אא Weak complementary slackness 

אא  Weak duality 

 Weak infeasibility 

אא Weak principle of duality 

א Well defined 

  


